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Announcement
Our office handled a provocative spousal support modification hearing last month involving
complex issues surrounding the factors the Court should consider when assessing requests
for additional support, including: a “reservation” (the ability of a former spouse to seek
additional support, or an award of spousal support when support was not initially ordered);
what constitutes a valid change in circumstances; and whether a change includes increases
in the income of the party paying support. A letter opinion from the Court is due in June and
we look forward to sharing our “take-aways”!

Useful Articles
Wexell Milman and Divorce Magazine are pleased to provide our monthly eNewsletter. We
hope this information is helpful and supportive.
Fathers and Divorce
This Father's Day, Let's Celebrate Single
Dads!
Instead of marginalizing divorced dads, let's
celebrate their accomplishments!

Stepfamilies
To The Stepfathers Who Stepped Up Happy Father's Day!!
Let's celebrate the stepfathers who "stepped
up" for the children they did not bring into
this world - but cherished as if they did.

Coping with Divorce
How to Have a Good Divorce: 5 Tips to
Help You Through the Process
Is it possible to have a good divorce? The
path to your divorce may include some twists
& bumps, but these tips can make the
journey a bit smoother.

Financial Issues
Should You Settle the Family Business in
Divorce?
If you own a business with your spouse,
valuing it will be one of the most complex
issues in your divorce. Here are reasons why
you should or shouldn't settle.

Dating after Divorce
Dating in Your 40s: What Dating After
Divorce Taught Me
Divorced and thinking about dating again.
Here is one man's thoughts on dating in your
40s.

We earn the trust our clients place in us by working hard to resolve their legal matters as
promptly and as cost-effectively as possible. To arrange for an initial consultation with one of
our trusted family law attorneys, contact Wexell Milman directly at 703-385-3858.
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